NOTES:
1. MINIMUM CLEARANCES ARE NOT A FACTOR. SIGNALS SHALL BE SET 24" MIN. TO 72" MAX. FROM CENTER LINE OF TRACKS
2. FOR SIGNAL UNIT REFERENCE SEE SE-5000. NUMBER PLATE TO BE PLACED ON CONTROLLED SIGNALS
3. FOR FOUNDATION SEE SE-5514
4. ALL RH-24 SIGNAL LIGHT UNITS SHALL BE LED. INCANDESCENT LIGHT IS NOT ACCEPTABLE
5. "H" PLATE PROVIDED UNLESS CALLED FOR ON CIRCUIT PLANS
6. SIGNALS SHALL BE EQUIPPED WITH LACED GUARD AND LOCKING SNAP: LOCKERS AND PLATINUM SHALL MEET SIGNAL AND ELECTRONICS STANDARDS AND SHALL BE MOUNTED ON FIELD SEE OF MAST
7. PROVIDE A MIN. DISTANCE OF 4" FOR HALFWAY AROUND SIGNAL & LATCHED
8. ADJUST SIGNAL LENS HISTOP TO MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS OR AS DIRECTED BY THE ENGINEER
9. A LAYER OF CRUSHED ROCK, 3/4" X 1/4" SHALL BE PLACED AROUND STRUCTURE.A MINIMUM DISTANCE OF 4